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Covid-19: Medical expenses leave many Americans deep in debt
In the US, the complicated way medical care is paid for leaves some insured people wondering how
they will afford their covid-19 bills, Jessica Wapner finds

Jessica Wapner

When Susan Adair called an ambulance for her
husband on 5 April 2020, she thought that he’d be
back soon. But after 16 days of treatment at the
hospital near their home in Sapulpa, Oklahoma, he
died of covid-19 at age 71.

Then came the medical bills.

Her husband had private insurance through a plan
offered to retired teachers, as well as supplemental
coverage through Medicare. The private insurance
and Medicare both called for co-payments, where
patients pay a percentage of the bill. Adair hasn’t
received an actual bill yet, but the “patient
responsibility” sections of the statements have
included some harrowing numbers: $6840 (£5192;
€5776) on one, $4959 on another, $5656 on a third,
and over $10 000 on yet another. And there are more.
“Don’t make me cry,” says Adair, when asked what
it’s like to be grieving the loss of her husband as the
insurance statements stack up.

“It will kill me, truly,” she told The BMJ. They’d been
happy with their coverage, and she believes that the
statements reflect a clerical error. Still, she’s dreading
the final bills.

She’s hardly alone in that feeling. Donna Talla, who
lives in Springfield, Virginia, says that she’s about
$150 000 in debt for the medical care she received
after contracting covid-19 back in March, despite
having private insurance with UnitedHealthcare
through her employer. “I think I’m going to have to
sell my house in order to pay these medical bills,”
Talla, 56, told The BMJ. “It wasn’t part of my
retirement plan, but if I have to do that then I will.”

Eating up savings
Financial woes tied to healthcare are nothing new
for Americans. Annual medical expenses for the
country totaled about $3.6trn in 2018.1 Individuals
shoulder those costs directly—through co-payments,
deductibles, and monthly coverage fees—and
indirectly, through taxes.

People lacking health insurance also suffer. The
Affordable Care Act (ACA) dramatically reduced the
uninsured population, but in 2018 nearly 28 million
Americans still hadno coverage.2 These people often
facemedical bills that strain households, create debt,
and eat up savings. Ruth Faden, professor of
biomedical ethics and founder of the Johns Hopkins
Berman Institute of Bioethics, toldTheBMJ, “Linkage
of health insurance to labor was always, from its
inception, a tenuous way to structure a human
right—access to medical care.”

The coronavirus pandemic has worsened all of these
hardships. At least 20 million people in the US lost
their jobs from February to May.3 These layoffs have
left 5.4 million people uninsured, says a recent
analysis by Families USA,4 a nonpartisan health
consumer advocate group. That’s on top of the 59%
of people who lost a job and had no insurance
coverage through that job, a Commonwealth Fund
survey found.5 Insurance status and the high costs
of covid-19 interventions are leavingmanyAmericans
hesitant to be tested, scared to go to the emergency
room, and suffering long after the illness has
disappeared.

Costs of testing
The problem begins with testing. The Families First
Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA), passed on 18
March, guarantees free testing regardless of insurance
status. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (CARES) mandates coverage of “out of
network” testing claims by insurers. But, in reality,
many people face significant payments for their test.

Loopholes in the legislation mean that people may
still have high out-of-pocket costs for tests done at
an emergency room or other non-public site.6 People
with no or minimal symptoms may be told to return
for a check if the conditionworsens but thenbe billed
for the visit, which isn’t covered by the federal
statutes because it didn’t result in a test. Or a clinician
may suggest ruling out flu instead of checking for
covid-19, butCARESandFFCRAdon’t require insurers
to cover flu tests.

Alternative insurance plans, which offer cheaper
options than those accessed through the Affordable
Care Act, aren’t subject to the emergency federal
legislation. Talla was billed for a covid-19 test that
came back negative—but when she questioned the
charge, she says, a representative for
UnitedHealthcare told her that the company covered
only tests with positive results. (Neither
UnitedHealthcare, a private insurance company, nor
America’s Health Insurance Plans, a professional
organization for insurers, responded to an interview
request for this story.)

It’s hard for people to determine the cost of a test
before they take it. Of 102 hospitals included in a
recent study by the Kaiser Family Foundation, a
nonprofit organization focused on healthcare
research, only 78 had posted their prices for covid-19
diagnostic tests.7 Among the two largest hospitals in
each US state the list price ranged from $20 to $850
(the final, negotiated price may be lower than the list
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price). Someone without insurance may pay the list price or less:
there is no standard approach for uninsured patients. What an
insured person may pay will be less than the list price but can
remain a mystery until well after the test is completed. “Insurers
have notoriously been nontransparent about their negotiated rate,”
Nisha Kurani, study author and a senior policy analyst with Kaiser,
told The BMJ.

All of theseuncertainties deter people fromseeking a test—a “tragic”
outcome, says Sara Collins,8 vice president for healthcare coverage
andaccessat theCommonwealthFund, aprivate foundation focused
on healthcare practice and policy. “How is this going to play out in
the next year, and how will we control the pandemic, if people fear
getting charged for a test?” she asks.

Patients with diagnoses also struggle
Treatment expenses are no less fraught. Federal legislation passed
during the pandemic doesn’t deal with treatment, so patients with
covid-19 are susceptible to the same issues always presented by
health insurance. For example, emergency room doctors may be
employed by an outside staffing agency, making them “out of
network” providers (that is, not part of the patient’s insurance plan)
even if the hospital itself is in the insurer’s network. As a result the
insurer may not cover the doctor’s services, and the patient gets a
surprise bill from the staffing company.9 10 One study found that
one in five emergency room patients received unexpected bills from
providers the patient didn’t choose.9

Insurers may also deny coverage of the many and varied
complications stemming from a covid-19 infection. For example,
Talla says that her insurer refused to cover a positron emission
tomography (PET) scan of her heart ordered by her cardiologist. As
with testing, fear of medical bills could stop people from seeking
care at all.

Not all covid-19 survivors face high medical bills, however. Sherry
Seidman, 73, of Queens inNewYork, is onMedicare. And, likemany
people onMedicare, shehas a supplemental insurance policy.Hers
was particularly comprehensive; not all are.

Seidman was admitted to hospital for 12 days after her test came
back positive. Her expenses totaled $125 000, but Medicare and her
supplemental insurance policy covered everything. Her only
out-of-pocket expense was the medical taxi home from the hospital.
But Seidman’s experience may prove to be the exception. An
analysis by Kaiser found that the out-of-pocket cost for treating
pneumonia in a hospital could exceed $1300 for people with
employer based insurance.11

Repercussions
Fadenhighlights an additionalworry: the anxietymanypeople now
feel about testing and treatment. Job loss, insurance loss, plus the
expense of testing—and, if necessary, treatment—are
“extraordinarily burdensome,” says Faden,whowonders about the
mental health repercussions. “We don’t have evidence for this kind
of stress.”

Themoney troubles facedby covid-19 patients are nodifferent from
what Americans have coped with for decades, says David
Himmelstein, distinguished professor of public health and health
policy at CUNYSchool of PublicHealth atHunter College,NewYork,
and a longtime critic of the US style of healthcare. “It’s hard to
imagine a fix short of real fundamental change in our system,” he
says.

But, as Himmelstein points out, in the past when people avoided
tests and treatments because of cost they endangered only
themselves. Now, they risk everyone else’s health as well.

Patient consent obtained.
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